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Effect of Intrusion Detection on Reliability of
Mission-Oriented Mobile Group Systems

in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
Jin-Hee Cho, Member, IEEE, Ing-Ray Chen, Member, IEEE, and Phu-Gui Feng

Abstract—For mission-oriented mobile group systems designed
to continue mission execution in hostile environments in the pres-
ence of security attacks, it is critical to properly deploy intrusion
detection techniques to cope with insider attacks to enhance the
system reliability. In this paper, we analyze the effect of intru-
sion detection system (IDS) techniques on the reliability of a mis-
sion-oriented group communication system consisting of mobile
groups set out for mission execution in mobile ad hoc networks.
Unlike the common belief that IDS should be executed as often as
possible to cope with insider attacks to prolong the system lifetime,
we discover that IDS should be executed at an optimal rate to max-
imize the mean time to failure of the system. Further, the optimal
rate at which IDS is executed depends on the operational condi-
tions, system failure definitions, attacker behaviors, and IDS tech-
niques used. We develop mathematical models based on Stochastic
Petri nets to identify the optimal rate for IDS execution to maxi-
mize the mean time to failure of the system, when given a set of
parameter values characterizing the operational conditions, and
attacker behaviors.

Index Terms—Intrusion detection, intrusion detection system,
mean time to security failure, mission-oriented group communi-
cation systems, mobile ad hoc networks.
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Arrival rate of leave requests (times/sec)

Base intrusion detection interval used in the
intrusion detection function
Base node compromising rate used in the
attacker function
Group data communication rate per node
(times/sec)
False negative probability of host_based IDS

False positive probability of host_based IDS

False negative probability of voting_based IDS

False positive probability of voting_based IDS

Length of an intermediate value in applying
GDH.3 (bits)
Radius of the operational area (meters)

Wireless per_hop radio range (meters)

Mobility rate per node

Wireless network bandwidth (Mbps)

Number of trusted member nodes in the system
initially
Number of active member nodes in a group

Majority number of members out of
vote_participants (i.e., )
Number of trusted members in a group

Number of untrusted members in a group

Degree of nodes that have been detected as
compromised by IDS
Degree of compromised nodes currently in a
group
Detection function that returns a periodic
detection rate based on
Attacker function that returns time taken to
compromise a node based on
A base or exponent used in , and

Number of vote_participants in voting_based
IDS against a target node
Communication time for broadcasting a
rekeying message (sec)
Group partitioning rate when the number of
groups in the system is
Group merging rate when the number of groups
in the system is
System sojourn time in state (i.e., when
groups are present in the system)
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Expected accumulated reward until absorption

Probability of state at time

Reward assignment at state

I. INTRODUCTION

M ANY mobile applications in wireless networks such
as military battlefield, emergency response, online

gaming, and collaborative work are based on the notion of
mobile groups. For military applications, the group commu-
nication system (GCS) designed for mission execution often
consists of mission-oriented mobile groups set out for mission
execution. The mission is to be completed despite the presence
of malicious attackers with intent to break security, and cause
the system to fail; as well as user mobility, which may cause
mobile groups to be partitioned, and later merged again when
network connectivity is resumed. We are interested in knowing
design conditions for employing intrusion detection system
(IDS) techniques that can enhance the reliability, and thus
prolong the lifetime, of such a mission-oriented GCS. Here, by
“lifetime,” we mean the failure time of the GCS.

Designing security protocols for mobile groups in mobile ad
hoc networks (MANETs) faces many technical challenges due
to unique characteristics of MANETs including resource-con-
strained environments in bandwidth, memory size, battery life
and computational power, openness to eavesdropping and se-
curity threats, unreliable communication, no infrastructure sup-
port, and rapid changes in topology due to node mobility which
often cause mobile group merge/partition events to occur dy-
namically. Three types of actions may be taken against mali-
cious attacks: prevention, detection, and recovery. Prevention
techniques (e.g., encryption or authentication) can be employed
to reduce intrusion. However, security holes [30] cannot be per-
fectly eliminated. Thus, IDS protocols have been introduced as
a second line of defense, and have become essential for sys-
tems such as mission-oriented GCSs with the goal of high-sur-
vivability and availability to prolong the system lifetime [30].
In this work, we are interested in the effect of IDS on the re-
liability, and the system lifetime of a GCS consisting of mis-
sion-oriented mobile groups in MANETs. In particular, we like
to identify optimal design settings for executing IDS to prolong
the system lifetime of mission-oriented GCSs.

Approaches to extend the system or network lifetime in
wireless networks, mostly in wireless sensor networks [3], [5],
[7], [13], [16], [20], [27], [31], and MANETs [11], [24], [25],
have generally been considered in terms of reducing energy
consumption. Many energy-efficient algorithms have been de-
vised to prolong network lifetime while meeting performance
requirements with minimum energy consumption. A system
failure is often defined as when the first node fails [5], [7], [11],
[13], [16], [20], [23], [24], [27], [31], or when a majority of
nodes (say more than one half) fail due to energy depletion [3].
To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has been done
considering the effect of security threats versus counter IDS
techniques on security-induced system failure time in wireless
networks where security is a prime concern. Further, in the case

of mission-oriented GCSs deployed in high hostile environ-
ments, no previous work has been done in identifying optimal
design settings to prolong the system lifetime to improve the
mission success probability. Our work reported in this paper is
the first to address this issue.

Our work has its root in model-based quantitative analysis
[17]. In the literature, we have seen growing interests in ap-
plying model-based quantitative analysis to security analysis re-
cently. Zhang et al. [29] analyzed several group rekeying al-
gorithms in wireless environments, and evaluated their perfor-
mance characteristics. No intrusion was considered, however.
Dacier et al. [4] proposed a novel approach to model the system
as a privilege graph demonstrating operational security vulnera-
bilities, and transformed the privilege graph into a Markov chain
based on all possible successful attack scenarios. Jonsson et al.
[8] presented a quantitative Markov model of attacker behaviors
using data obtained from several experiments conducted over
two years. They postulated that the process describing an at-
tacker may be divided into multiple phases, such as learning,
standard attack, and innovative attack. Popstojanova et al. [21]
presented a state transition model to describe dynamic behaviors
of intrusion tolerance systems. Their model includes a frame-
work to define the vulnerability, and the threat set. Madan et
al. [14], [15] employed a Semi-Markov Process (SMP) model
to evaluate security attributes of an intrusion-tolerant system
known as the SITAR system. Based on particular attack sce-
narios, they associated system states with the failure of secu-
rity goals such as availability, data integrity, and data confiden-
tiality. A steady-state analysis has been used to obtain depend-
ability measures such as availability. A transient analysis with
absorbing states has been used to obtain security measures such
as mean time to security failure (MTTSF), similar to the com-
putation of the mean time to failure (MTTF) in reliability anal-
ysis. Stevens et al. [26] also proposed a networked intrusion tol-
erant information system using a model-based validation tech-
nique based on probabilistic modeling. Their model-based re-
sults were employed, not only to guide the system’s design, but
also to determine whether or not a given survivability require-
ment was met. Wang et al. [28] utilized a higher-level formalism
for security analysis of intrusion tolerant systems. Patcha et al.
[18] proposed a game theoretic formulation for intrusion detec-
tion in MANETs. Li et al. [10] utilized behavior knowledge for
evaluation of intrusion detection systems.

Like prior work, we also use MTTSF as a measure to reflect
the expected system lifetime, representing a measure against
loss of service availability, or system integrity. We show that
there exist optimal design settings for deploying IDS techniques
such that the security-induced failure time (or lifetime for short)
is maximized. Specifically, we identify the optimal rate at which
IDS should be executed to maximize the system lifetime, when
given a system failure definition explicitly defining how the
system is considered as having failed, and a set of parameter
values characterizing the operational conditions and attacker be-
haviors.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows. First,
we consider the effect of security threats, and counter IDS
techniques on system lifetime of a mission-oriented GCS
consisting of mobile groups in MANETs. Second, we develop
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mathematical models to identify the optimal intrusion detection
rate at which MTTSF is maximized through analyzing the
tradeoff between positive effects of IDS versus negative effects
of IDS (generating false positives/negatives by triggering IDS),
using voting-based IDS as an example. Lastly, we show that
the analysis methodology developed is generally applicable to
varying network conditions (nodes being able to communicate
with each other through single-hop or multi-hop), and varying
system failure definitions for calculating MTTSF of a GCS
consisting of mission-oriented mobile groups in MANET
environments.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

This paper concerns the failure time of a mission-oriented
GCS consisting of mobile groups in MANETs equipped with
intrusion detection to deal with inside attackers. The notion of
a mobile group is defined based on “connectivity.” When all
nodes are connected, there is only a single group in the system.
That is, group members must maintain connectivity to be in
the same group. The GCS, and its constituent mobile groups
are “mission-oriented” in the sense that a mobile group may be
partitioned into several groups due to network partition derived
from node mobility, or node failure.

However, these partitioned groups will still continue with the
same mission assigned throughout their lifetime. Later, when
two or more partitioned groups merge into one, the merged
group will still continue with the same mission execution.
Therefore, mission execution is an application-level goal built
on top of connectivity-oriented group communications.

Each mobile group performs secure group communications
by using a symmetric key, called the group key, shared by group
members. The group key is employed to encrypt the message
sent by a member to others in the group for confidentiality. The
group key is rekeyed upon group member join/leave/eviction,
and group partition/merge events to preserve secrecy [19]. We
assume that a contributory key agreement protocol, such as
Group Diffie-Hellman (GDH), is used for group key rekeying
for decentralized control, and to eliminate a single point of
failure. Service availability is achieved by maximizing system
lifetime. We use MTTSF as an indicator for performance op-
timization. In particular, we shall identify optimal intrusion
detection intervals to maximize MTTSF, leading to improved
service availability.

We assume that each member has a private key, and its
certified public key, available for authentication purposes. The
mission-oriented mobile group system is bootstrapped with the
public keys of all group members preloaded into every node.
There is no certificate authority (CA) in the MANET during
the mission period, and the public key of a node is assumed not
to be revoked during the mission time. When a new member
joins a group, the new member’s identity is authenticated
based on the member’s public/private key pair by applying the
challenge/response mechanism. A node’s public key therefore
serves as the identifier of the node, and we will use this term in
our paper.

The workload and operational conditions of a mission-ori-
ented GCS in MANETs can be characterized by a set of param-
eters. In particular, we assume that a node may leave a group

voluntarily with rate , and may rejoin any group with rate
due to tactical reasons. Then, the probability that a node is in
any group is , and the probability that it is not in any
group is . Nodes can move freely with a mobility rate
of . Reliable transmission is a system requirement for secure
group communications. We assume that view synchrony (VS) is
guaranteed in GCSs [25], which guarantees that messages are
delivered reliably, and in proper order under the same member-
ship view. That is, a receiver will see the same membership view
as viewed by the sender.

Two types of IDS protocols are being considered in this
paper as applicable to mission-oriented GCSs in MANETs:
host-based IDS, and voting-based IDS.

In host-based IDS, each node performs local detection to de-
termine if a neighboring node has been compromised. The ef-
fectiveness of IDS techniques applied (e.g., misuse detection or
anomaly detection) for host-based IDS is measured by two pa-
rameters: the false negative probability , and false positive
probability . Host-based IDS is preinstalled in each host.

The second type is voting-based IDS for cooperative detec-
tion based on majority voting. Voting-based IDS derives from
the fault tolerance concept based on majority voting for evicting
a target node in the context of sensor networks [2]. Each node
is preinstalled with host-based IDS to collect information to
detect the status of neighboring nodes. Periodically, a target
node would be evaluated by vote-participants dynamically
selected, where is a design parameter. If the majority of
nodes decided to vote against the target node, then the target
node would be evicted from the system. Bad nodes in the system
can collude by (a) evicting good nodes by always voting “no”
to good nodes, and (b) keeping bad nodes in the system by al-
ways voting “yes” to bad nodes. Our voting-based IDS protocol
adds intrusion tolerance to tolerate collusion of compromised
nodes in MANETs as it takes a majority of bad nodes among
nodes to work against the system. We characterize voting-based
IDS by two parameters: false negative probability , and
false positive probability . These two parameters may be
calculated based on (a) the per-node false negative, and posi-
tive probabilities ( , and ) of host-based IDS in each node;
(b) the number of vote-participants, , selected to vote for or
against a target node; and (c) an estimate of the current number
of compromised nodes which may collude with the objective to
disrupt the service of the system. Because nodes are selected
to vote, if the majority of voting-participants casts negative
votes against a target node, the target node is considered com-
promised, and will be evicted from the system.

For the selection of vote-participants in voting-based IDS,
each node periodically exchanges its routing information, loca-
tion, and identifier with its neighboring nodes. With respect to
a target node, all neighbor nodes that are within a number of
hops from the target node are candidates as vote-participants.
A coordinator is selected randomly so that the adversaries will
not have specific targets. We add randomness to the coordinator
selection process by introducing a hashing function that takes
in the identifier of a node concatenated with the current loca-
tion of the node as the hash key. The node with the smallest
returned hash value would then become the coordinator. Be-
cause candidate nodes know each other’s identifier and location,
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they can independently execute the hash function to determine
which node would be the coordinator. The coordinator then se-
lects nodes randomly (including itself), and broadcasts this
list of selected vote-participants to all group members. Be-
cause all nodes know each other’s identities, any node not
following the protocol raises a flag as a potentially compro-
mised node, and may get itself evicted when it is being eval-
uated as a target node. After vote-participants for a target
node are selected this way, each vote-participant independently
votes for or against the target node by disseminating its vote to
all group members. Vote authenticity is achieved via preloaded
public keys. All group members know who the vote-partici-
pants are, and based on votes received, can determine whether
or not a target node is to be evicted.

For the attacker behavior, we consider the presence of smart
attackers who will attempt to compromise other nodes with a
variable rate depending on the number of compromised nodes
in the system. In this paper, we consider the use of a linear time
attacker function for modeling the attacker behavior, taking into
account the possibility of collusion of compromised nodes in
the system with the attack rate being linear to the attacker popu-
lation. Voting-based IDS performs its function periodically. To
counter smart attackers, the IDS detection interval is also ad-
justed dynamically in response to intrusion incidents that have
been detected in the system. In this paper, we consider the use
of a linear periodic detection function for IDS such that the de-
tection rate increases linearly with the number of compromised
nodes already detected by IDS.

A. Group Failure, and System Failure Definitions

We consider the system lifetime as the security-induced
failure time of the mission-oriented GCS consisting of mobile
groups in MANETs. We consider two separate system failure
definitions for which we will analyze their effect on system
lifetime:

• System Failure Definition 1 (SF1), which is when the GCS
fails when any mobile group fails; and

• System Failure Definition 2 (SF2), which is when the GCS
fails when all mobile groups fail.

In multi-hop MANETs, a GCS may contain multiple mobile
groups at any given time because a mobile group may partition
into two groups due to node mobility and failure, and any two
groups may merge into one when they are close to each other.
The first system failure definition (SF1) applies to the case in
which a security failure of any mobile group risks the entire
system, and causes the system to fail. For example, if the mis-
sion is to rescue military personnel by mobile groups, then any
compromised mobile group will cause the entire rescue opera-
tion to fail. The second system failure definition (SF2) applies
to the case in which as long as there is one mobile group avail-
able in the GCS, the mission continues. An example is to reach
a certain destination for tactical operations by mobile groups. In
this case, any mobile group can operate independently of other
mobile groups, and the system fails only when all mobile groups
fail. We will evaluate the effect of these two system failure def-
initions on the MTTSF of the system.

A mobile group in MANETs fails when one of two security
failure conditions is true:

Condition 1 (C1): a compromised but undetected group
member requests and subsequently obtains data using the
group key. The mobile group is in a failure state because
data have been leaked out to a compromised node, leading
to the loss of system integrity [9].
Condition 2 (C2):more than 1/3 of group member nodes
are compromised, but undetected by IDS. This failure con-
dition follows the Byzantine Failure model [6] that if more
than 1/3 of the member nodes are compromised, then the
mobile group is compromised, resulting in the loss of avail-
ability [9] of system service. Note that, under the Byzan-
tine failure model, a compromised node may send arbitrary
messages to other group members to cause command in-
consistency, and disrupt mission execution.

B. Network Connectivity

MANET environments may generate two connectivity sce-
narios: group nodes are connected within a single hop, forming a
single group in the system without experiencing group merge or
partition events; and group nodes are connected through multi-
hops so that there are multiple groups in the system due to group
partition/merge events because of node mobility or node failure.
For the former scenario, where there is only a single group in the
system, SF1 and SF2 (i.e., the two system failure definitions)
are the same. We will consider both MANET connectivity sce-
narios in the paper, and see the effect of network connectivity
on MTTSF of the GCS.

C. Reliability Metric

We use the system’s mean time to security failure (MTTSF)
to measure the system reliability of the mission-oriented GCS
in MANETs. We will interchangeably call MTTSF the average
system lifetime of the GCS.

• MTTSF: This metric indicates the lifetime of the GCS be-
fore it fails. A GCS fails when one mobile group fails, or
when all mobile groups fail in the mission-oriented GCS,
as defined by SF1 or SF2. On the other hand, a mobile
group fails when either C1 or C2 is true. A lower MTTSF
also implies a faster loss of system integrity, or availability.
Therefore, our design goal is to maximize MTTSF.

III. PERFORMANCE MODEL

We develop a mathematical model based on Stochastic Petri
nets (SPN) [22], as shown in Fig. 1, to describe the behav-
iors of a mission-oriented GCS, instrumented with IDS to deal
with insider attacks in MANETs. The performance model helps
identify the optimal intrusion detection interval to maximize the
system lifetime MTTSF of the GCS. We use SPN for reliability
assessment because it provides a concise representation of the
underlying Markov model, which potentially may contain tens
of thousands of states. SPN models also allow general time dis-
tributions, rather than just exponential distributions, to be asso-
ciated with event times if necessary.

The SPN model is constructed as follows.
• The SPN model tracks the behavior of a single mobile

group as it evolves. This mobile group may be partitioned
into two groups, and may merge with another mobile group
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Fig. 1. The SPN model.

during its lifetime. We track trusted group members, com-
promised members undetected, and compromised mem-
bers detected within this mobile group during its lifetime
to understand its security and performance characteristics.

• The SPN model also tracks the number of mobile groups
existing in the GCS during the system lifetime so we could
decide if the GCS fails based on the system failure defini-
tion (SF1 or SF2).

• We use places to hold SPN tokens, representing head
counts or nodes. Except for tokens held in place , we
use a token in the SPN model to represent a node in this
mobile group. Initially, all members are trusted in this
mobile group, and put in place as tokens. We use
place to hold the number of mobile groups existing
in the system. Other places are used to hold nodes in
this mobile group. Specifically, place holds trusted
member nodes, holds compromised nodes not yet
detected by IDS, and holds compromised nodes that
have been detected by IDS. The numbers of nodes held in
places , , and , represented by ,

, and , respectively, may be
computed based on the number of groups existing in the
system (obtained by ), which changes upon
occurrences of group merge/partition events.

• We use transitions to model events. Specifically, ,
and model group merge, or partition events, re-
spectively; models a node being compromised;

models a node being falsely identified by IDS as
compromised; models a compromised node being
detected correctly by IDS; models rekeying; and

models a data leak security failure due to C1.
Firing a transition will change the state of the system. This
event is represented by a redistribution of tokens in the
SPN. For example, upon a group merge, or partition event,
as indicated by firing , or respectively,
the number of groups is changed, so will
decrement, or increment by 1 accordingly. When IDS de-
tects a compromised node as indicated by firing ,
the number of compromised nodes detected will be incre-
mented by 1, so place will hold one more token. On
the other hand, the number of undetected compromised

nodes will be decremented by 1, so place will hold
one less token.

• A transition is eligible to fire when the firing conditions
associated with the event are met, including (a) its input
places each must contain at least one token, and (b) the
associated enabling guard function, if it exists, must return
true. For example, is enabled to fire when there
exist “good” nodes in the group; that is, place holds at
least one token, and the enabling function associated with

returns true.
• In this mobile group, trusted members may become com-

promised because of insider attacks with a node-compro-
mising rate . This event is modeled by associating tran-
sition with rate . See (6) for the parameterization
of . Firing will move tokens one at a time (if they
exist) from place to place . Tokens in place
represent compromised but undetected member nodes. We
consider this mobile group as having experienced a se-
curity failure when data are leaked out to compromised
but undetected members, i.e., due to C1. A compromised
but undetected member will attempt to compromise data
from other members in the mobile group. Because of the
use of host-based IDS, a node will reply to such a re-
quest only if it could not identify the requesting node as
compromised with the false negative probability . This
event is modeled by associating transition with
rate , where is the expected query
rate by a member. Firing transition will move a
token into place , at which point we regard the mobile
group as having experienced a security failure due to C1.

• A compromised node in place may be detected by
IDS before it compromises data. The intrusion detection
activity is modeled by the detection function with rate .
See (7) for the parameterization of . Whether or not the
damage has been done by a compromised node before
the compromised node is detected depends on the relative
magnitude of the node-compromising rate versus the IDS
detection rate . When a compromised, undetected node is
detected by IDS, transition will fire, and a token in
place will be moved to place . The transition
rate of is , taking into
consideration the false negative probability of voting-based
IDS being used. Voting-based IDS can also incorrectly
identify a trusted member node as compromised. This is
modeled by moving a trusted member in place to place

after transition fires with rate
. Note that voting-based IDS parameters and ,

are derived based on and , the number of vote-partic-
ipants , and the current number of compromised nodes
which may collude to disrupt the mobile group. The for-
mulas for calculating and are given in (8) below.
Here we note that if there is no token in , it means that
there is no undetected bad node in the system, and con-
sequently no new compromised node will be detected by
IDS. This event is modeled by disabling (i.e., not firing)
transition when its input place contains no
token.
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• The mobile group being modeled is considered as having
experienced a security failure if either one of the two se-
curity failure conditions, C1 or C2, is met. This situation
is modeled by making the group enter an absorbing state
when either C1 or C2 is true. In the SPN model, this condi-
tion is achieved by associating every transition in the SPN
model with an enabling function that returns false (thus dis-
abling the transition from firing) when either C1 or C2 is
met, and returns true otherwise. For the SPN model, C1
is true when , representing that data have
been leaked out to compromised members; C2 is true when
more than 1/3 of the member nodes have been compro-
mised:

(1)

where returns the number of compromised
“bad” nodes in the mobile group, and returns
the number of trusted “good” nodes in the mobile group.

A. Group Merge, and Partition

We obtain group merging/partitioning rates as follows. We
first obtain the number of group merge and partition events by
observing a multi-hop MANET simulator populated with mo-
bile users with random way-point movements for a sufficiently
long period of time. We next observe the sojourn time in
state , i.e., when groups are present in the system. Let ,
and be the numbers of group merge, or partition events
observed in state , respectively. Then the merging, and parti-
tioning rates in state , represented respectively by , and

, are given by

(2)

We measure group merging/partitioning rates for the mobile
user population ranging from 1 to . We use the corresponding
group merging/partitioning rates as transition rates to
or in the SPN model as the user population drops in the
GCS as time progresses because of node eviction or failure. We
observe that, when the node density is high, group merge is more
likely to occur than group partition, thus resulting in a small
number of large groups observed in the system. On the other
hand, when the node density is low, the system is more likely
to have a large number of small groups because group partition
is more likely to occur than group merge. For the connectivity
scenario in which all nodes are reachable within radio range,

, and in the SPN model of Fig. 1 are disabled
to model the fact that there is only one mobile group in the GCS.

B. Calculation of MTTSF

MTTSF can be obtained by calculating the mean time to ab-
sorption (MTTA) of the SPN model through assigning proper
rewards to states of the system [22]. We use a different reward
assignment to calculate MTTSF under SF1 versus SF2. MTTSF
under SF1 is calculated by assigning a reward of 1 to all states
except for absorbing states in which C1 or C2 is met. We do
this reward assignment because the system fails when any single

group fails. Recall that the SPN model developed is for mod-
eling the lifetime of a single group. On the other hand, MTTSF
under SF2 is calculated by assigning a reward of

(3)

to all states except for the absorbing states in which C1 or C2
is met. We do this assignment because the system fails when
all groups fail. Thus, based on the concept of the mean time to
failure of a 1-out-of-n system [22] where is the number of
groups in the GCS given by , we would accumulate
a reward of instead of just 1 toward the system
lifetime in those states in which the system is still alive.

After proper rewards to states are assigned as above, the
MTTSF of the GCS can be calculated by the expected accumu-
lated reward until absorption, defined as

(4)

where denotes the set of all states except the absorbing states.
For all states, under SF1, and is given by (3) under
SF2.

IV. PARAMETERIZATION

To use the SPN model developed for performance analysis,
we need to give model parameters proper values reflecting the
operational and environmental conditions of the system. Below
we describe this parameterization process for key model param-
eters.

• Transition rate of : This is the rekeying rate, the
magnitude of which depends on the number of group mem-
bers, , because the amount of time used to generate a
new key is linear with the number of nodes executing the
key agreement protocol, GDH. Let be the time used to
generate a new group key with members. The reciprocal
of is the transition rate of . Based on GDH,
can be calculated by

(5)

where the number of current member nodes in the mobile
group, , is given by

• : This is the linear attacker function [6] that returns the
rate at which “good” nodes will be compromised in the
system. It is also the rate of transition , calculated
by

(6)

where represents the degree of compromised nodes,
given by the ratio of the number of group members over
the number of “good” nodes in the same group. Note that
the compromising rate may be obtained from design
knowledge, or by first-order approximation from observing
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TABLE I
MAIN PARAMETERS AND DEFAULT VALUES

the number of compromised nodes over a time period based
on past experiences.

• : This is the linear detection function that returns the rate
at which IDS should be invoked, with its intensity adjusted
linear to the cumulative number of compromised nodes that
have been detected by IDS. It is computed as

(7)

where represents the degree of nodes that have been de-
tected by IDS, given by the total number of nodes initially
in the system over the number of current nodes. The base
intrusion detection interval is a design parameter to
be adjusted to maximize MTTSF.

• : is the probability of false negatives, and
is the probability of false positives in voting-based

IDS. We parameterize them by (8) shown at the bottom of
the page where corresponds to , or for respectively
false negative, or false positive probability of host-based
IDS installed in each node; is the majority of
(e.g., if ); ; and

. Here, is calculated through the
number of ways by which vote-participants are selected
among good and bad nodes such that a compromised node
is incorrectly diagnosed as a trusted good node, over the
number of ways vote-participants are selected among
good and bad nodes. On the other hand, is calculated
by the number of ways by which vote-participants are
selected among good and bad nodes such that a good node
is incorrectly flagged as an anomaly, over the number of
ways vote-participants are selected among good and bad

nodes. Equation (8) considers intrinsic defect of host-based
IDS in each node, as well as collusion of compromised
nodes in voting-based IDS, so a compromised participant
can cast a negative vote against a healthy target node, and
conversely can cast a positive vote for a malicious node.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS, AND ANALYSIS

Below, we present numerical results obtained from evaluating
the SPN model, following the parameterization process for as-
signing proper values to model parameters, as well as using de-
fault parameter values for other parameters as listed in Table I.
The numerical results are obtained by defining a SPN model
using SPNP [1] as a tool, and then evaluating the SPN model to
compute MTTSF based on (4) after parameter values are given.
In particular, we use because in general less
than 1% of false positive or false negative is considered accept-
able. We report MTTSF of the GCS as described, versus the IDS
interval under both system failure definitions (SF1, and SF2)
in single-hop, or multi-hop MANET environments. We also re-
port the sensitivity of MTTSF with respect to , the number
of vote-participants selected for performing majority voting in
voting-based IDS, , the group communication rate, and ,
the base compromising rate. We have observed that MTTSF is
insensitive to the group rekeying rate to transition be-
cause the group rekey rate obtained from (5) is at least an order
of magnitude higher than , and several orders of magnitude
higher than . Because the underlying model of the SPN model
is a continuous-time Markov chain, any transition with a rate
considerably higher than those associated with other transitions
will take relatively very little time to complete. Consequently,

has little impact on MTTSF.
Fig. 2 shows the effect of intrusion detection interval

on MTTSF as the number of vote-participants in voting-

(8)
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Fig. 2. Effect of � on MTTSF under varying � in single-hop MANETs.

Fig. 3. Effect of � on MTTSF under varying � in multi-hop MANETs
based on SF1.

based IDS changes in single-hop MANETs in which only one
mobile group exists in the GCS during the lifetime, with the
system failure definition SF1 being equal to SF2. We see that
there exists an optimal that maximizes MTTSF. As
increases, MTTSF increases until its optimal point, and then
MTTSF decreases after the optimal point. The reason for having
increasing MTTSF as increases initially is that triggering
IDS too often has the effect of evicting nodes quickly in the
system due to false positives, thus resulting in a quick system
failure because of C2. Here, we note that negative effects of
IDS are mostly due to false positives (diagnosing good nodes as
bad nodes), and the effects are more pronounced when IDS is
triggered more often. The reason for having decreasing MTTSF
as increases further past the optimal point is that, when
IDS is not been triggering often enough, more compromised
nodes will remain in the system, thus resulting in system fail-
ures mostly due to C1, and partly due to C2.

We also see from Fig. 2 the effect of (the number of vote-
participants in voting-based IDS) on MTTSF. When is large,
the false alarm probability is low because more
nodes will participate in the voting process, thus reducing the
possibility of collusion by compromised nodes. Consequently,

Fig. 4. Effect of � on MTTSF under varying � in multi-hop MANETs
based on SF2.

Fig. 5. Sensitivity of MTTSF with respect to � in single-hop MANETs.

when is large, we observe a high MTTSF. Conversely, when
is small, the false alarm probability is relatively large, re-

sulting in a small MTTSF. This trend is generally true when the
mobile user population is sufficiently high so that the proba-
bility of being able to find nodes is sufficiently high. Lastly,
we observe that a smaller results in a large being used
to maximize MTTSF to offset the adverse effects of IDS with
large false positives.

Figs. 3 and 4 show the effect of intrusion detection interval
on MTTSF as the number of vote-participants varies

in multi-hop MANETs for system failure definitions SF1, and
SF2, respectively. Here, nodes are connected by multiple hops
so that multiple groups exist in the system due to occurrences
of group merge/partition events in the GCS. Similar to Fig. 2,
we see from Figs. 3 and 4 that an optimal intrusion detection
interval exists to maximize MTTSF. Further, the optimal

value increases as decreases. The same reasoning used
for explaining these trends in Fig. 2 applies. We observe that
MTTSF of the GCS in single-hop MANETs is comparatively
higher than MTTSF of the same GCS in multi-hop MANETs
under either system failure definition (SF1, or SF2). The reason
is that when there are multiple groups in the system, the node
density in each group tends to be small, given that the GCS is ini-
tially deployed with users. Here we see the adverse
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Fig. 6. Sensitivity of MTTSF with respect to � in multi-hop MANETs based
on SF1.

Fig. 7. Sensitivity of MTTSF with respect to � in multi-hop MANETs based
on SF2.

effect of breaking the system into multiple mobile groups on
MTTSF. Lastly, we observe from Figs. 3 and 4 that the MTTSF
of the system under SF2 is much higher than that of the system
under SF1 because SF2 allows the mission to continue as long
as one mobile group exists.

Below, we test the sensitivity of the results with respect to the
group communication rate , and the base node compromising
rate . Fig. 5 shows the sensitivity of MTTSF with respect to
the group communication rate in single-hop MANETs. We
observe that, when is low so the data-leak attack is not per-
formed often, the positive effect of IDS is pronounced, leading
to a high MTTSF. On the other hand, when is high so the data-
leak attack is frequent, the negative effect of IDS is pronounced,
so MTTSF is low. We also observe that the optimal be-
comes smaller as increases because the system prefers re-
moving compromised nodes as soon as possible so that com-
promised nodes would not have a chance to perform data-leak
attacks. Another observation is that, when is sufficiently

Fig. 8. Sensitivity of MTTSF with respect to � in single-hop MANETs.

Fig. 9. Sensitivity of MTTSF with respect to � in multi-hop MANETs based
on SF1.

small, e.g., , MTTSF remains about the
same regardless of the magnitude of . This result is true be-
cause, when IDS is being invoked too frequently, the adverse
effect of false positives dominates the positive effect of IDS.

Figs. 6 and 7 test the sensitivity of MTTSF with respect to the
group communication rate in multi-hop MANETs based
on SF1, and SF2, respectively. We see that there exists an op-
timal under which MTTSF is maximized, and that the op-
timal point decreases as increases, exhibiting the same trend
as in single-hop MANETs. Comparing single-hop MANETs
versus multi-hop MANETs, however, we observe that the op-
timal is smaller in single-hop MANETs under identical
conditions. The reason is that single-hop MANETs tend to have
more group members because all members are within one-hop
radio range. Consequently, single-hop MANETs need to per-
form IDS more frequently to prevent potentially more compro-
mised nodes from attacking the system, causing C1 or C2 to
be violated. Comparing MTTSF in multi-hop MANETs based
on SF1 and SF2, we observe that a higher MTTSF is obtained
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Fig. 10. Sensitivity of MTTSF with respect to � in multi-hop MANETs based
on SF2.

under SF2 because the system fails when all groups fail, as op-
posed to when one group fails.

Next, we test the sensitivity of MTTSF with respect to the base
compromising rate in single-hop MANETs. Fig. 8 summa-
rizes the results. We first observe that, as increases, MTTSF
decreases because a higher will cause more compromised
nodes to be present in the system. We also observe that the op-
timal decreases as increases. This is because, when
more compromised nodes exist, the system needs to execute IDS
more frequently to maximize MTTSF. Finally, we observe that,
when is low, the effect of on MTTSF is especially pro-
nounced. Thus, IDS is more effective when is sufficiently
low.

Correspondingly, Figs. 9 and 10 summarize the sensitivity of
MTTSF with respect to the compromising rate in multi-hop
MANETs based on SF1, and SF2, respectively. The sensitivity
result exhibited in Figs. 9 and 10 for multi-hop MANETs is
remarkably similar in trend to that in Fig. 8 for single-hop
MANETs. Comparing single-hop MANETs versus multi-hop
MANETs, we observe two results: (a) single-hop MANETs
have higher MTTSF because more members exist in single-hop
MANETs, and (b) the optimal is smaller in single-hop
MANETs under identical conditions because the system tends
to execute IDS more frequently when there are more members
in a group. Comparing multi-hop MANETs under SF1 and SF2,
we again observe a significantly higher MTTSF being obtained
under SF2 due to the less stringent system failure definition for
the GCS mission being executed.

VI. APPLICABILITY

In this paper, we developed mathematical models to ana-
lyze and reveal the optimal rate to execute intrusion detection
to enhance the system reliability of group communication
systems in mobile ad hoc networks, when given information
regarding operational conditions, system failure definitions,
and attacker behaviors. Our results indicate that the optimal
intrusion detection interval for maximizing the mean

time to system failure (and hence for improving the system
reliability) decreases as the number of vote participants
increases, as the node density or the group size increases, as
the base compromising rate increases, and as the group
communication rate increases. The analysis methodology
developed is generally applicable, requiring only a modifica-
tion to the model parameterization process to reflect changes
in operational environments, system failure definitions, and
attacker behaviors.
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